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Disclaimer

Neither futures trading nor swaps trading are suitable for all investors, and each involves the risk of loss. Swaps trading should
only be undertaken by investors who are Eligible Contract Participants (ECPs) within the meaning of Section 1a(18) of the
Commodity Exchange Act. Futures and swaps each are leveraged investments and, because only a percentage of a contract’s
value is required to trade, it is possible to lose more than the amount of money deposited for either a futures or swaps
position. Therefore, traders should only use funds that they can afford to lose without affecting their lifestyles and only a
portion of those funds should be devoted to any one trade because traders cannot expect to profit on every trade. All
examples discussed are hypothetical situations, used for explanation purposes only, and should not be considered investment
advice or the results of actual market experience.

CME Group, the Globe Logo and CME are trademarks of Chicago Mercantile Exchange Inc. CBOT is a trademark of the Board of
Trade of the City of Chicago, Inc. NYMEX is a trademark of New York Mercantile Exchange, Inc. COMEX is a trademark of
Commodity Exchange, Inc. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

The information within this manual has been compiled by CME Group for general purposes only. CME Group assumes no
responsibility for any errors or omissions. Additionally, all examples in this manual are hypothetical situations, used for
explanation purposes only, and should not be considered investment advice or the results of actual market experience. All
matters pertaining to rules and specifications herein are made subject to and are superseded by official CME, CBOT and NYMEX
rules. Current rules should be consulted in all cases concerning contract specifications.

Copyright © 2023 CME Group Inc. All rights reserved.
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What's New
The list below illustrates the CME Direct 23.3 enhancements and resolutions detailed herein.

Subscribe to receive CME Direct notices or manage your subscriptions via the CME Group Subscription Center.

DATE TOPIC DESCRIPTION

5/5/23 Straddles Grid A new Straddles Grid displays Straddle strategies and allows
users to buy or sell Puts and Calls with the same strike price and
expiration directly from CME Direct.

5/5/23 Advanced Product
Finder

The Product Finder for the Futures andOTC Grids identifies and
displays Products so that users canmore quickly locate popular
Products and Product groups.

5/5/23 Days To Expiry Multiple grids (e.g., Futures and Strategies grids) include the
option of adding Days to Expiry (DTE) and Expiry columns,
which allow users to view expiry data without having to open an
Instrument Details window.

5/5/23 Alternative Strike TheOptions (Calls/Puts) Grid includes an optional Alternative
Strike (Alt. Strike) column that allows users to compare products
that are heavily traded onmultiple exchanges, and with different
contract specifications (e.g., contract size), between CME Group
and these other exchanges.

5/5/23 Market Maker
Enhancements

Market Maker related enhancements include Follow Selected
Item and docking upgrades
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Straddles Grid
A new Straddles Grid displays Straddle strategies and allows users to buy or sell Puts and Calls with the same strike price and
expiration directly from CME Direct. The grid populates with all Straddle Strategies for all Option contracts that have the same
Future Underlying filtered.

Note: Refer to the CME Group website to learn more about Straddles.

Using the Straddles Grid:

l Displaying Straddles

l Activate Draft Strategies

l Refresh a Strategy

l Adding Underlying Futures

Displaying Straddles
To display the Straddles Grid selectMenu>New View and from the Exchange column, click Straddles Grid.

The Edit window (right-click and select Edit View) allows user to assign a grid name and add or remove columns.
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Populate the grid using the toolbar (e.g., Future and Expiry). Straddle strategies that match the toolbar filters are sorted in
Expiry order from earliest to latest and includes the Straddle nearest the ATM strike.

Note: The Straddles within the groups are sorted by Expiry of the Option or its Underlying.

Note: Use the Quick Options Grid as a guide for setting filters to display specific Options instruments.

Activate Draft Strategies
Draft Strategies appear for rows where there is no existing straddle at the ATM price and appear in gray italic text in the Status
column.

To create a User Defined Strategy (UDS) on CME Globex from a Draft, select the Activate button in the RFQ column. Once
selected, a search is performed to see if the strategy already exists. If one exists, an RFQ is sent, but if one does not exist then a
UDS for the strategy is sent to CME Globex (an RFQ will also be triggered automatically).

Once activated, the UDS Status changes to Open.

Note: If two users activate the same strategy at the same time, only one UDS is created and the status for both user's
changes to Open.

In addition to the Activate button, users can create a UDS for a "Draft" straddle by right-clicking in a Straddle row and selecting
Activate contract on Globex from the context menu.
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Refresh a Strategy
The Straddles Grid displays Straddles that are nearest to the ATM for all Options contracts that have the underlying filtered and
is indicated in yellow in the ATM column. If the ATM for a contract moves away from the Straddle strike, the ATM column
indicates this by losing the yellow color. Users can refresh the grid to repopulate with the new ATM straddle for any contract
that has now moved.

When a user changes the toolbar filters, the grid refreshes. Users may also manually refresh the grid or an individual grid row
by clicking an enabled ATM price, using the Refresh button in the toolbar, or selecting Refresh row from the context menu.

Refresh options do not display where the strategy shown is already the ATM strategy (closest to the ATM price).

Note: When creating a UDS that matches an existing Straddle, the grid row updates automatically without a user
selecting to refresh.

From the Edit Straddles Grid window users can enable a setting for contract rows with working or held orders to persist after a
grid refresh. A new ATM row for that row appears. The setting is unchecked by default.
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Adding Underlying Futures
The Straddles Grid includes an Underlying Future Code (Fut) column that displays the CME Globex instrument code for the
Underlying Future and allows users to straddle the market when they anticipate activity but are unsure of the market's
direction.

The Underlying Future Code column displays by default

Hover over the code to display a tool tip that details the tradeable item.

If the strike for the Straddle on a given row is the closest strike to the Underlying price, then the ATM cell for that row 
highlights in yellow.

Advanced Product Finder
The Product Finder for the Exchange Futures Grid identifies and displays Products so that users can more quickly locate 
popular Products and Product groups.

A ranking procedure defines the most popular Products, and a grouping process displays contracts under an expandable 
Product header.

Ranking Products
Ranking allows users to search for Products in order of most to least popular. For example, when a user searches for WTI via 
the Product Finder, WTI Future displays at the top of the list as the highest ranked (most popular) WTI Product.
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Note: The ranking of Products is based on volume/OI and is applied to Futures only.

Grouping
The Product Finder grouping feature groups similar contracts under expandable Product headers, rather than listing all the
contracts. This allows users to expand a group to find specific contracts instead of searching through a long list.

Click the plus icon at the folder level to expand the display and show all the contracts for a specific Product group.

Product group folder icons vary in appearance depending on whether "Product" groups or "Company/Global" groups are
selected in the Show field.

l - Product Group folder icon

l - Company and Global Group folder icon

l - Items icon

Note: The contracts in an expanded group update automatically when changes are made to any Product Finder filter
(e.g., Search).

Showing Products/Items

Using the Show field in the Edit window, users determine the type of Product group that displays in the Available Items pane.
Users selecting Itemswill see specific contracts, but any other selection (Products, Global Groups, etc.,) displays the Product
group folders.
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Sort By

The Sort by field allows users to sort the Product group list by Product or Product Category.

The Available Items list display order varies depending on the Sort By selection. For example, if a user searches for WTI and
Product Category is selected, the list will be filtered for related WTI Energy products, but if Product is selected, the list will
display specific WTI Products.

PRODUCT PRODUCT CATEGORY

Selecting Products and Items

The Available Items list allows users to transfer entire Product Groups or individual contracts to the Selected Items list using
either the transfer arrow button or drag/drop.

Note: Product Groups that exceed 100 contracts will transfer the first 100 to the Selected Items list. The additional
contracts will remain in the Available Items folder.

Item Count

When filtered by "Product", the Available Items list on the Edit window displays both the number of Products listed and the
total number of contracts listed in any currently expanded group.

Note: The number of Contracts displays only when a group is expanded.
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Days To Expiry
Multiple grids (e.g., Futures and Strategies grids) include the option of adding Days to Expiry (DTE) and Expiry columns, which
allow users to view expiry data without having to open an Instrument Detailswindow.

The DTE column displays a number that represents the number of days until expiration.

The Expiry column displays the date and time of expiration.

To display the DTE and Expiry columns, right-click in the grid, select Edit View, and from the Columns tab, select or transfer
Days to Expiry and Expiry Date.

Alternative Strike
The Options (Calls/Puts) Grid includes an optional Alternative Strike (Alt. Strike) column that allows users to compare products
that are heavily traded on multiple exchanges, and with different contract specifications (e.g., contract size), between CME
Group and these other exchanges.
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To display the Alt. Strike column, right-click in the grid, select Edit View, and from the Preferences tab in the Globex Options
Grid Builder, select Alternative Strike.

Market Maker Enhancements
The Market Maker window has been updated to include enhanced wording and docking:

l In the Market Maker window header, "Show data for selected item" has been renamed to "Follow selected item".

l When docking aMarket Maker window, it resizes to the window in which it is docked.
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l When docking aMarket Maker window any white space at the bottom of the grid is removed.
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